Mark Jordan and Barry Plough, two of the many hundreds of gay employees at Pacific Telephone stepped forward and said that discrimination in employment exist.

The story reported in the CHRONICLE, covered the events that took place at the hearing of the Human Rights Commission on a charge by the Pride Foundation's Paul Hardman and their straight attorney Fred Furth.

The GLA agreed with Pacific Telephone that gay persons who were "outrageous in dress and manner" would be disruptive and should be considered "unfit" for employment at Ma Bell. Pacific Telephone asked the GLA president to testify, but he declined, as he has many bitter feelings toward Pacific Telephone, but agreeing that discrimination has for all practical purposes, ended and that Hardman and the Pride Foundation, who were being goaded by certain radical gay leftists, were seeking publicity and that they were "beating a dead horse".

Not once during the hearing, did the Pride group present one single person who could say that they had been discriminated against by PT&T because they were gay.

The Pride group presented things from the past which the GLA had presented years ago and were not true today, as then. —30—

The defeat of State Proposition 13 will be a step against organized crime in California. The re-election of Assemblyman Michael Womum in Marin County will save a pro-gay vote in the Assembly, and help in that election is needed urgently, as the Republicans have launched a major campaign to defeat Womum. John Burton, incumbent Congressman from San Francisco-Marin needs every gay vote in the 17th Assembly district of the City to defeat his Republican foe.

The defeat of State Proposition 14 is vital if individual rights are to be protected in California. The election such persons as Mrs. Jule Johnson, Ben Tom, Jim Gonzales and Michael Miller to the Board of Education is vital if the Board of Education is to become an education vehicle and not a political vehicle.

The election of Rev. Ray Broshears, a gay person, to the Community College Board is vital, he is supported by such groups as the San Francisco Federated Young Democrats, the Native American Labor Advisory Council, the Gay Voters League, the Senior Citizens Committee on Education and the Truman Democratic Club. 1976 is a political revolutionary year for gay peoples here!
The Crusader is published every four weeks or more. The name or the photograph of any person or group, etc., of said persons, groups, businesses. Advertising rates may be obtained by either writing to...P.O. Box 1528, San Francisco 94101 or by telephoning 673-8184.

I am wily, cunning, malicious, and I make my way where greed, mistrust, no mercy for the defenseless. I never forgive and I seldom forget. My name is GOSSIP!

It is obvious that with Senator John Foran representing the big business interests of the City, that we do not need another Chamber of Commerce "lackey" representing our City in Sacramento. Senator Milton Marks has always been a defender of the poor, of the elderly, of the disabled, of those citizens who have no "vote" except their vote.

It is true that Senator Marks has not yet introduced any legislation which would end discrimination in employment and housing against gay people, but perhaps, with an overwhelming mandate from the gay voters of the City, he will do this in 1977 or sooner.

Mendelson obviously would have never done this...we can see that now. Mendelson kept the editor of this paper who obviously influenced the other members of the staff, "hanging" with his promises of representation of the poor, the disabled and the handicapped. Mendelson's release of Bob Mendelson and his campaign co-chairperson George Mounce (the Mayor) to bail the taxicab fare increase, only signaled the type of trait Senator that he is. He continued to fight and to challenge Bill Lazar of Lexon Cab who is president of the statewide cab owners association. He folded in the face of pressure from Dick Liberman, Ben Swig and Bob Lurie, and voted the increase on the property tax, all while the gay Lurie, owned and controlled Cabs Inc., personally stood in his tax so he could "keep the Gazes" in San Francisco. Hell, they should have let them go, they are not in the City anyway.

Senator Marks, while having a "run of poor luck" in some of those he has hired, who have done him a terrible dis-service by being male and/or not to be gay and/or handicapped, gay and/or handicapped. He has had all of his taxes so far disallowed, as long as he remains gay and/or handicapped. He is a prime target for the man-hunting Seager, tired of his wife, must decide whether he wants to stay in this the wife of Seager, Mary Stunning. Mary is a step mother, has taken this for granted, much like Bob Seager, the executive, is having the usual heterosexual marital problems and during one of his trips to New York, he encounters Payne who is one of the company's construction workers. It is obvious from the first moment that they have things other than a businesslike relationship with his hysterical queen. The sex scenes with Payne are unscripted and without Prell's hair color. And the color of the film, along with excellent photography, only adds to the hot sex scenes.

Payne, lonely, after having broken up with his lover, is a prime target for the man-hunting Seager. Seager, tired of his wife, must decide whether he wants a man more than a woman. One scene that will have you laughing, is when the cab drivers and fanatics over her husband, Mary Stunning, as the wife of Seager, reminds you of Joan Collins.

Tyrannically strikes the film, when George Payne waits for Seager outside of his regular rendezvous, and Seager does not appear. Payne returns home, to find a birthday party in his honor and Seager amongst the guests. The final scene of love renews a coming to the house, when Seager confronts Payne that, "I love you, but can't leave my wife and children." Payne, however, has given up gay films and is now making only heterosexual films. Paynes next film is "Death Wish" with Charles Bronson. Gay films will miss him, but we all look forward to the film, "Kiss Today Goodbye!"

George Payne was bom in Ohio, and went to school in Palm Springs California. He was in the Air Force, and studied in New York...coming soon, to the SPARTAN CINF.M.A.

Broshears Campaign Party Hosts 183

A campaign party in honor of Rev. Raymond Broshears, candidate for the California Board of Education on November 2nd, drew over 183 persons to the home of Mr. & Mrs. Hansenden. Amongst those in attendance were Senator Milton Marks, City Assessor John Farrell, former congressional candidate Alan French, school board candidate JFK Johnson, George Bond, Eddie Yao, Ron Williams, Stacie Ruby, El C. Balistreri, Tom Smith, Supervisor Quintin Kopp, Louise Castille, to mention but a few. The campaign, Rev. Broshears was 7½ hours late, as he was the Oakland Bay Parade with campaign Tracy or Sal Bollariz, leading the campaign parade.

Broshears has endorsed the City Assessor for his first line stand on expansion of the Community Colleges, which Broshears wants to halt. He has also received the endorsement of the Native American Labor Advisory Council, SF Federated Young Democrats, Tenant Democratic Club, Gay Voters League, Elliott Blumstein, Danace Craig, Joan Hitchcock, Hector Norwegian, Clark Byrnes, Philip Prince, Terry Defetti and many more. If you wish to help out in the campaign, contact the campaign at 472-1908 or fill out this.

Delaney Arrested!

Well known gay activist, and former vice president of the Truman Democratic Club, Michael Delaney, who writes for Dat Boy magazine, was arrested upon a citizen complaint signed by Thomas M. Edwards, his room-mate and columnist for the Sentinel.

The arrest took place in the early morning hours, Sunday October 17th, at which time Edwards told police that Delaney had hit him, and the police from the Mission Station, who are friends of Edwards, took Delaney and booked him on battery and disturing the peace.

Delaney's release from City Prison was secured by attorney B.J. Beckwith through a bail bond. Edwards claimed that Delaney was under the influence, and was playing his stereo too loud, according to both Delaney and Edwards. Then settling off an argument in which Edwards claims Delaney beat him to the bone.

Delaney claims otherwise, saying that he was pushed first. The issue obviously is a difficult one according to Edwards and must be settled in court.

Delaney told the GAY CRUSADER that Edwards left a suicide note and this caused worries, prompting Delaney (De) to call the police and in particular to Sgt. Anderson who is a friend of Edwards.

Delaney told the GAY CRUSADER that Edwards never went to the Golden Gate Bridge, but was later found at the home of Alan Stanford, who operates Dial A Model, an agency of models for hire.

Delaney told the CRUSADER that he was relocating in the City, and that he hoped all his friends would understand the difficult times that he has had with Edwards. Year ago, Edwards later committed suicide!
GAY VOTERS LEAGUE ENDORSEMENTS!!

There were only 40 gays present, along with 21 persons speaking, and was quoted in the CHRONICLE which in the 17th Assembly District, and he too failed to put open. Burton, won easily over his foes. John was present and speaking for candidates or propositions.

San Francisco.

Jimmy Carter easily won the endorsement for the U. in his bid for a School Board post either. The last! of Willie Brown Miller who was present also with his opponent who was pre-won the endorsement over Senator Milton Marks of the Sth State Senate District, in

Milton Marks

Assemblyman won endorsements and showed his respect for gays in his failure to make an appearance. The Board of Education (School Board endorsements were by Tom Brown, the League president who was present also with his.setHeight(183,0),(1343,1343)
Halloween and the witches are not always - Beaks is determined to do it in BITCHES CHRISTMAS.
And Polk Street which will be closed off from San Francisco or somewhere on Sunday night, the 31st, will be the 'in' spot to be on Halloween night. Of course, the house of BANDIT will be the 'in' spot to be on Halloween night.

POLK STREET - BETWEEN FIFTH AND TAP...Commune, 3155 18th Street, with the staff wearing costumes of black silk and nylon in a fashion "take off" Hollywood - only they will be called FREDRICKS OF POLKSTREET (hollywood).

RICK, and TIM, and and!!!

FREDRICKS OF POLKSTREET (hollywood).
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Lee Raymond Reviews: "Jane Oliver & The City!"

Jane Oliver - perceptive singer-songwriter whose music is as captivating as her words. Her new album, "First Night," is a revelation. She sings with passion and conviction, telling stories of heartbreak and hope. The songs are beautifully arranged, with Jane's voice at the center. The album is a must-listen for anyone who loves good music. It's a testament to Jane's talent and the power of storytelling through music. This album is a gift to the music community and a testament to Jane Oliver's artistry.
Before we gossip, here is a "flash"........Watch Out!! There are three, four...hit AARON with an Oil Can.....five...six....record pool. We received alot of energy." John Geraldo is an active member of B.A.D.D.A., attended Billboard's Disco Form in five part article as ROCK SAND takes you behind the scene in the "World of Disco".)

PHONE RESERVATIONS NOW! 441-7798

Every Wednesday Evening - 10pm on KPFA 94fm Heard throughout Northern California

ROCK SAND! "TEEN TO WIN"

1. I Wish
2. November Rain
3. Starship Wonder
4. I Don't Want Love You Love
5. Emotions
6. Car Wash
7. Rosay Way
8. You Plan Me
9. Unsearchable Truth
10. Down To Love Town

The Music Director and D.J. should work in harmony if they are, there will be extra finance available, which in time, will benefit everyone. You should get to know your D.J. and Music Director. They know a great deal about music, and when they work together, they'll be able to control the dance floor, then they can tell you the correct times and let you know when you can be on your own.

Thus, the Music Director and D.J. work together, for within the disco circle, they are the "Heart" of it all. (Next issue: Part III - The Waiters, Bartenders & Model)

D.J. out of Philadelphia (plus a long list of recording artists)

10

S.B.

LATE MODEL

21 YEAR OLD SAILOR

Handsome, dark haired youth, just out of the Navy is in the modeling field. Very youthful looking, and smooth. Call Jerry 451-9120.

NIKE MODEL

Very good-looking, and built dude. Handsome blue eyes. "The model's model". 23 years old.

LATOMIC MODEL

Alice

Young (27) Sarah is an out and out killer. After 6 pm on weekends only. Miguel 926-0205

JACKSON & MILLER ADVERTISING

D.I.S.C.O. UNDERWORLD

GAY MEN'S Radio FRUIT PUNCH
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